
XV Samui Villas - Type B

Offered for ฿9,900,000.00
https://changesamui.com/properties/mOATUoNmN1xxlCMRPPRC/xv-samui-villas-type-b/ 

3 bedrooms 3 bathrooms 

Welcome to XV  Samui villas where you can immerse yourself in the impeccable Koh Samui lifestyle! This modern 3-Bedroom
masterpiece has been planned with uncompromising detail, meticulous attention to architectural style, and unwavering focus on
openness and seamless flow between indoor and outdoor spaces with breathtaking sea views. Perfectly poised to capture stunning sea
views, this highly sought-after villa type B revels in a host of fine interior touches. Via the car parking on the first floor, enter to find a
private laundry, plus enjoy the spaciousness and privacy in accommodations, as two first floor bedrooms offer en-suite baths, tranquil
garden views and a serene respite from the main living areas. The second floor basks in the warm glow of golden sun light with walls
wrapped in large windows and doors that soak in the impeccable panoramas. The generous open concept layout is superb, converging
the sleek modern kitchen, dining room, and living room spaces, outfitted with ceiling fan, chic ambient lighting and a crisp, clean white
design. For superior sleep, sink into the luxury of the master suite which offers views out over the pool and sea. The exterior of this villa
is equally fabulous, complete with a gorgeous infinity-edge pool with balcony that seamlessly captures the idyllic ocean vistas.
XV Villas is a new development comprised of 15 villas in total, spread over 3 rows. The Type B villas encompass the middle row and
offer stunning sea views from the top living level with the relaxed ambiance of a tropical paradise. The development benefits from a
prime location, with an easy walk to Chaweng beach for some sandy fun in the sun. XV Villas Ko Samui is a fully managed estate and a
hassle free investment with great rental potential. These villas come from experienced developer with a proven track record, making
your portfolio look that much improved!!
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